Frontline exWatch

Gain a clear understanding of your business partner network with
exWatch - identify where third party vulnerabilities may lie before they
can have an adverse impact on your business.
By analysing security incidents and practices along with applying sophisticated algorithms based
on externally observable, non intrusive data and methods, exWatch generates objective and
quantifiable findings to identify an organisations security rating.

You are only as strong as your weakest link...
With more and more companies outsourcing various elements of their business processes, the
number of 3rd parties who have some level of access to your business can start to spiral.
Managing vendor ‘risk’ is critical to ensuring your own company’s security position.
exWatch is an automated tool that can continuously measure and monitor the cyber security
performance of vendors and highlight any potential issues before they impact your business.

Introducing exWatch
exWatch takes information from publically available services and provides a rating for your key
business partners. Security ratings are update daily and in addition to ratings, historic trends,
compromised systems and diligence details, industry peer comparisons and more are available.
With the ability to drill down into the security details used to generate an organisations rating, you
can:



Have data driven conversations with vendors about their security position



Make informed business decisions based on independently verified cyber security data

Features & Benefits
Portfolio Analytics & Management
Continuous security monitoring of all your third and fourth parties. Significantly increase vendor coverage through automated,
continuous monitoring of cyber security risks.

Alerts, Reporting & Intelligence
Make accurate security risk decisions with speed and effectiveness. Data that may have taken days or weeks to gather is now
available in minutes.

Efficient Collaboration
Engage third parties and your company’s stakeholders with data-driven security and risk communications. Take a collaborative
approach by sharing vendor insights to better protect your own business needs.

Reduced Risk
Identify and prioritise vendors who have shown as high risk in order to mitigate potential issues for your business.
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